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Examinatioa requested by: | , | iy mS 

Letter 11/23/63 | Fwy / 
Reference: ; | y j 

Firearms = Spectrographic 3 io ‘4 
Eraninatios requested: { 

Evidence personally delivered by Special Agent Orrin Bartlett 7 
Specimen: on 11/23/63 ; E 

FB Qis pair of black moccasin ghoes 
—. 920 Pair of black socks 
= Q21 = Q22 Trousers and coat 
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_— Q23 Belt 
<= Q24 Necktie | | 

{ce Q25 ‘ghirt . [wre 0 , = 

zs  Q26 Handkerchief nh fos? 
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(Er “ope 3 “behdaces and belt Sp i fa tite short : 

Results of examination: 
el 
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a ". Examination of the President's clothing revealed 
the ; resence of 2 small hole in the back of the coat and 
shirt:’ The hole*in the back of the coat is positioned _ 
approximately 5 3/8" below the top of the collar and 1 3/4" 

vat to the (Faeat 9 gf.the middle seam, The hole in the shirt back 
ieleoat + “Toes 

su ——-—— § = FBI, Dallas. 
AUhas 1 « Mr. Belmont, 

mee Page Boot . (continued on next pxge)
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1 ety ae » bet 6 3/4" ) ° ~ ls ‘ete sight of the middle, 
hole e ee, 

The evidence bullets submitted in this case are 
clad with copper metal, Spectrographic examination of the 

>. fabrig surrounding the holes in the back of the coat and 
’ , Bhirt revealed minute traces of copper. _* -_% ob. 
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A ragged slitlike hole Rpproxinately 1/2" in 
Tength is located in the front of the shirt 7/8" oion the 
collar button. This hole ig through both the button and 
buttophole portions of the shirt due to the over ap. This -. 

. W hole has the characteristics of an exit hole for a projectile. 
“ - Mo bullet metal was found in the fabric surrounding the hots Pe 1, in the front of the shirt,  . . a, 
"+ . A&A small elongated nick Wap “located in the. lett side 

° of the knot of the tie, Q24, which may have been caused by 
the projectile after it had passed through the front of the 
shirt. 

X-ray and other examinations of the clothing 
_‘' revealed no additional evidence of value. L 

eo ; 4 -  Specinens Qlo through Q29 are being retained in 
- ‘the ¥BX Laboratory. 
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